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ABSTRACT
This paper deals with the modelling and identification of a
six axes industrial Sta¨ubli RX90 robot. A non-linear finite el-
ement method is used to generate the dynamic equations of mo-
tion in a form suitable for both simulation and identification. The
latter requires that the equations of motion are linear in the in-
ertia parameters. Joint friction is described by a friction model
that describes the friction behaviour in the full velocity range
necessary for identification. Experimental parameter identifica-
tion by means of linear least squares techniques showed to be
very suited for identification of the unknown parameters, pro-
vided that the problem is properly scaled and that the influence
of disturbances is sufficiently analysed and managed. An anal-
ysis of the least squares problem by means of a singular value
decomposition is preferred as it not only solves the problem of
rank deficiency, but it also can correctly deal with measurement
noise and unmodelled dynamics.
INTRODUCTION
Robotic manipulators for laser welding must provide accu-
rate path tracking performance of 0.1 mm and less at relatively
high tracking speed exceeding 100 mm/s. To study the applica-
bility of industrial robotic manipulators as in Fig.1 for laser weld-
∗Address all correspondence to this author.
ing tasks, a framework for realistic dynamic simulations of the
robot motion is being developed [1]. Realistic dynamic simula-
tions require that the model parameters are known with sufficient
accuracy. Determination of the unknown values from Computer
Aided Design (CAD) models may not yield a reliable and ac-
curate representation as the CAD models often are insufficiently
detailed; they may not include the actual models of the servo
motors, the servo wiring and/or the bearings. Furthermore, ob-
taining the rotational inertias of the transmissions requires a dy-
namic analysis which is generally not a feature that is included
in the CAD system.
The most efficient way to obtain accurate values of the un-
known model parameters may be experimental parameter identi-
fication using the assembled robot. The problem of obtaining the
dynamic model parameters by means of experimental identifica-
tion has been addressed by many authors. A general overview of
experimental robot identification using linear least squares tech-
niques can be found in the textbooks of [2] and [3].
This paper addresses the topic of scaling the the least squares
problem in order to obtain an accurate estimate of the parameters.
Furthermore, by means of a singular value analysis, the number
of accurately identifiable parameters with respect to the level of
noise and unmodelled dynamics will be determined.
One of the difficulties in experimental identification is that
it is not possible to uniquely identify all model parameters. This
leads to the fact that the resulting parameter values loose their
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Figure 1. Sta¨ubli RX90B six-axes industrial robot. Courtesy of
Sta¨ubli, Faverges, France.
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Figure 2. Finite element model of the Sta¨ubli RX90B.
physical meaning. This paper presents a method of projecting
the obtained estimate towards a parameter set which has a more
more physical meaning. This technique not only allows the iden-
tified parameter values to be validated with data from CAD, but
it also allows to compare the results of different identification
experiments.
In this paper a finite element based method [4] is proposed
to formulate the dynamic equations of motion in both an acceler-
ation linear and a parameter linear form. The acceleration linear
form is to facilitate closed–loop dynamic simulations. The pa-
rameter linear form is to facilitate the use of linear least squares
techniques for the parameter identification. Friction torques at
the robot joints are modelled using a friction model [5] that ac-
curately describes the friction behaviour in the full velocity range
necessary for a consistent identification. The friction model has
a minimal and physically sound parametrisation and the temper-
ature dependent parameters are linear in the model. This allows
a consistent estimation of all model parameters as these temper-
ature dependent friction parameters can be estimated in the iden-
tification experiment as well. The techniques presented in this
paper will be demonstrated by means of the modelling and iden-
tification of the Sta¨ubli RX90B robot.
ROBOT MODELLING
Finite element representation of the robot
In the non-linear finite element method used, a manipulator
mechanism is modelled as an assembly of finite elements inter-
connected by joint elements such as hinge elements and (slider)
truss elements. This is illustrated in Fig. 2, where the Sta¨ubli
robot of Fig.1 with six degrees of freedom is modelled by three
different types of elements. The gravity compensation spring is
modelled as a slider-truss element. The manipulator arms are
modelled by beam elements. Finally, the joints are represented
by six cylindrical hinge elements, which are actuated by torque
servos. The manipulator mechanism is assembled by allowing
the elements to have nodal points in common. The configura-
tion of the manipulator is then described by the vector of nodal
coordinates x, some of which may be the Cartesian coordinates,
while others describe the orientation of orthogonal triads rigidly
attached at the element nodes. The motion of the manipulator
mechanism is described by relative degrees of freedom which
are the actuator joint angles denoted by the vector q. The time
derivatives of the nodal coordinates and the elongation e(c) of the
gravity compensating spring and are related to the time deriva-
tives of the degrees of freedom as follows
x˙ = DF (x)q˙ and e˙(c) = DF (e,c)q˙ , (1)
where F (x)(q) and F (e,c)(q) are the geometric transfer func-
tions. The matrices DF (x) and DF (e,c) are the so-called first
order geometric transfer functions, also known as Jacobians. The
differentiation operator D represents partial differentiation with
respect to the degrees of freedom q. The nodal accelerations x¨
are obtained by differentiating once more with respect to time,
x¨ = DF (x)q¨ + (D2F (x)q˙)q˙. (2)
The inertia properties of the concentrated and distributed
mass of the elements are described with the aid of lumped mass
matrices. Let M(x) be the global mass matrix, obtained by as-
sembling the mass matrices of the individual elements and let
f(x, x˙, t) be the global force vector including gravity forces and
the velocity dependent inertia forces. Then the equations of mo-
tion in an acceleration linear form of the manipulator described
in the degrees of freedom are given by
Mq¨ +DF (x)T
[
M(D2F (x)q˙)q˙ − f
]
+DF (e,c)Tσ(c) = T ,
(3)
where M = DF (x)TMDF (x) is the reduced mass matrix and
σ(c) denotes the total stress in the gravity compensating spring.
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Figure 3. Layout of the driving system.
Vector T represents the joint torques. The constitutive relation
for the gravity compensating spring is described by
σ(c) = σ(c,0) + ks e(c), (4)
where σ(c,0) and ks denote the pre-stress and the stiffness coeffi-
cients of the spring, respectively. This finite element method has
been implemented in the SPACAR software program [4].
The driving system
The layout of the driving system of the Sta¨ubli robot is illustrated
in Fig 3. For each of the first four joints of the Sta¨ubli robot,
Fig. 3(a) is a schematic representation of the JCS (Sta¨ubli Com-
bined Joint), which is a sophisticated assembly that includes both
a cycloidal transmission and the joint bearing support. The cy-
cloidal transmission is driven by a servo motor via a helical gear
pair. The wrist assembly includes both the fifth and the sixth
joint of the robot and as the servos are mounted inside the fourth
link of the robot, a gear transmission transfers the motion from
servo 6 through the fifth joint to joint 6. This causes a kinematic
coupling between motor 5 and joint 6, see Fig. 3(b).
The relations between the vector of motor axis positions, ve-
locities and accelerations and joint positions q, velocities q˙ and
accelerations q¨ are given as:
ϕ = Tq , ϕ˙ = Tq˙ , and ϕ¨ = Tq¨ , (5)
where the matrixT contains the gear ratios. Note that it includes
an off-diagonal term due to the coupling of joints 5 and 6 in the
robot’s wrist. It will be assumed that the transmission is ideal
and that no backlash or other non-linear behaviour is present.
Furthermore, all losses due to friction are gathered in a single
vector T (f) of joint friction torques. The input–output relation
of the driving system model is given as
T
(m) −T TJ(m)T q¨ − T (f) = T , (6)
where T (m) is the vector of joint driving torques, which is mea-
sured via the servo currents. The six motor rotor inertias are
included in the matrix J(m) = diag(J (m)1 , J
(m)
2 , . . . , J
(m)
6 ).
Joint friction
A friction model has been developed that accurately describes
the friction behaviour for the full velocity range with a minimal
and physically sound parametrisation [5]. The model includes
the non-linear viscous friction behaviour that was observed by
measurements. For each joint j = 1 . . . 6, the friction torque is
modelled by
T
(f)
j = T
(a,0)
j e
−

q˙j/q˙
(s)
j
δ
(a)
j
+ c
(v)
j q˙

1−δ
(v)
j

j . (7)
There are five unknown parameters; the static friction torque
T
(a,0)
j , the Stribeck velocity q˙
(s)
j , the Stribeck velocity power
δ
(a)
j , the viscous friction coefficient c
(v)
j and δ
(v)
j denotes the vis-
cous friction power. The parameters T (a,0)j and c
(v)
j that are lin-
ear in the model appear to be dependent on the temperature of the
joint, while the other, non-linear, parameters do not. The values
of the unknown friction parameters have been obtained by means
of experimental identification using dedicated experiments. Note
that a seventh friction model appears in the robot model due to
the kinematic coupling in the robot wrist [5].
Equations of motion in parameter linear form
Combining Eqns. (3) and (6) yields the equations of motion for
the complete robot model in the acceleration linear form, includ-
ing the driving system and the joint friction torques
M
(m)
q¨ +DF (x)T
[
M(D2F (x)q˙)q˙ − f
]
+
DF
(e,c)Tσ(c) + T (f) = T (m). (8)
The rotor inertias of the servos are now included in the reduced
mass matrixM(m) = DF (x)TMDF(x)+T TJ(m)T. In favour
of the application of linear least squares for the identification of
the model parameters, the equations of motion of the complete
robot model are written in a parameter linear form
Φ(q¨, q˙, q)p = T (m) , (9)
with matrixΦ(q¨, q˙, q) and the parameter vector
p =
[
p(l)
T
p(m)
T
p(s)
T
p(f)
T
]T
. (10)
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For a detailed description of matrix Φ(q¨, q˙, q) the reader is re-
ferred to [5] and [6]. Vector p(l) includes the lumped inertia
parameters of the six robot links. The constitutive equation for
the gravity compensating spring is included in a parameter linear
form, giving the parameter vector
p(s) =
[
σ(c,0) k(c)
]T
. (11)
The input–output relation of the driving system, Eqn. (6), written
in a parameter linear form yields the vector of motor inertias
p(m) =
[
J
(m)
1 J
(m)
2 . . . J
(m)
6
]T
. (12)
For each joint j the friction model includes two temperature de-
pendent friction parameters T (a,0)j and c
(v)
j which are linear in
the model. Therefore, the vector of friction parameters to be in-
cluded in the identification is defined as
p(f) =
[
T
(a,0)
1 c
(v)
1 . . . T
(a,0)
7 c
(v)
7
]T
. (13)
The total number of dynamic parameters in the vector p becomes
82; ten inertia parameters for each of the six robot links, six mo-
tor inertias, two spring parameters and fourteen temperature de-
pendent friction parameters.
EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION
Robot identification techniques make use of the property
that the equations of motion can be formulated in a parameter
linear form as was expressed in Eqn. (9). The first step in the ex-
perimental parameter identification involves measuring the joint
motion and torque data during the motion of the robot along a de-
signed trajectory q(t). The data is recorded at a constant sample
rate, yielding a vector of measured joint driving torques which is
denoted by
In the succeeding step, an overdetermined linear system of
equations with the 82 unknown parameters in the parameter vec-
tor p is constructed by evaluating the equations of motion and
the recorded joint torques in n points along the trajectory:
Ap = b+ ρ , (14)
whereA is known as the regression matrix, defined by
A =


Φ1(q1, q˙1, q¨1)
.
.
.
Φn(qn, q˙n, q¨n)

 and b =


T˘
(m)
1
.
.
.
T˘
(m)
n

 , (15)
where vector b contains the measured joint driving torques. The
vector ρ represents the vector of residual joint driving torques.
The final step is to compute an estimate pˆ of the unknown
parameters values. The property that the equations of motion can
be formulated in a parameter linear form allows the use of linear
regression techniques, such as linear least squares. The estimate
pˆ according to the least squares solution is found by solving the
minimisation problem
pˆ = argmin
p
‖ρ‖22 , (16)
where ‖ρ‖2 =
√
ρ21 + ρ
2
2 + · · ·+ ρ
2
n is known as the ℓ2−norm
of vector ρ.
The linear least squares (LS) problem for the identification
of the robot model parameters is defined as a minimisation prob-
lem in which the residue between the simulated and measured
robot response is minimised. The linear least squares problem
can then be stated as
pˆ = argmin
p
‖Ap− b‖22 , (17)
with p ∈ Rm,A ∈ R6n×m and b ∈ R6n.
The solution to Eqn. (17) is found by setting the partial
derivatives of ‖Ap− b‖22 with respect to p equal to zero, which
yields the so-called normal equations
A
T (Apˆ− b) = 0 . (18)
Solving the normal equations yields the unknown parameter vec-
tor pˆ. The mathematical solution of the normal equations can be
written as
pˆ = (ATA)−1ATb , (19)
provided that the inverse (ATA)−1 exists, which is the case if
the regression matrix A has full rank. Obviously, the matrix A
depends on the trajectory q(t). To avoid loss of rank the exci-
tation trajectory has to be sufficiently exciting and an adequate
number of samples n along the trajectory has to be taken into
account. Even when that is accounted for, investigation of the
regression matrixA for the LS problem at hand reveals that it is
rank deficient:
rank(A) = r < m , (20)
wherem is the number of unknown parameters in p, i.e. m = 82.
As a consequence, solving the normal equations by means of
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the inverse (ATA)−1 is not possible. The origin of the rank
deficiency of the regression matrix A lies in the fact that not
all parameters have a contribution to the joint torques. Some
link inertial parameters do not contribute to joint torques because
of the restricted motion near the robot base, e.g. the rotational
inertias J (1)xx and J (1)yy of link 1, see Fig. 2.
Several authors have addressed the problem of the rank de-
ficiency of the regression matrix, among others [7, 8]. Methods
based on a complete symbolic robot model have been developed
for serial link manipulators. They are either based on the recur-
sive Newton-Euler formulation [9] or based on the Lagrangian
formulation [10]. In these symbolic methods the parameters that
do not have any contribution to the joint torques are removed
from the parameter vector. The parameters associated with lin-
ear dependent columns are gathered into single parameters. The
definition of a new parameter vector ensures a regression matrix
which has full rank under the condition that the trajectory is suf-
ficiently exciting.
Others developed numerical methods, based on a decom-
position of the regression matrix e.g. [11–13]. Decompositions
such as the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of matrix A
are commonly used to solve and analyse linear least squares
problems with rank deficiency of the regression matrix A, see
[14, 15]. In this paper, the singular value decomposition will
also be employed to solve and analyse the rank deficient least
squares problem. The application of the singular value decom-
position in the dynamic identification has been demonstrated in
[3, 11, 12, 16, 17].
The Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) decomposes a
matrixA ∈ R6n×m into the form
A = UΣVT , (21)
where U ∈ R6n×6n and V ∈ Rm×m are orthogonal matrices,
known as the left and right singular matrices, respectively. When
6n > m, matrixΣ ∈ R6n×m is structured as follows
Σ =
[
S
0
]
, (22)
where S = diag(σ1, σ2, . . . , σm) contains the singular values σi
of A on its diagonal and where σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ . . . ≥ σm ≥ 0. For
a typical sufficiently exciting trajectory and a sufficiently large
number of samples n, the singular vales of the regression ma-
trix of the least squares problem at hand are shown in Fig. 4. It
is clear that only 55 singular values are nonzero. The other 27
singular values are considered zero. The number of nonzero sin-
gular values equals the rank r = rank(A) = 55 and as r < m
the matrix A is rank deficient. Accordingly, the diagonal ma-
trix with the singular values S can be split into a nonzero part
1 10 20 30 40 50 55 60 70 82
10−20
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σ
Figure 4. The magnitude of the singular values of both an optimised
trajectory (+) and one with randomly chosen trajectory parameters (•).
Note that it both cases matrixA has been properly scaled.
S1 ∈ R
r×r and a zero part S2 ∈ R(m−r)×(m−r) as follows
S =
[
S1 0
0 S2
]
. (23)
The left and right singular matrices are partitioned in the same
way, yielding
U =
[
U1 U2
]
and V =
[
V1 V2
]
, (24)
where U1 ∈ R6n×r, U2 ∈ R6n×6n−r, V1 ∈ Rm×r and V2 ∈
R
m×m−r
.
With the right singular matrix, the parameter vector p can be
orthogonally transformed and partitioned as follows
p = V1α
(E) +V2α
(N) , (25)
where α(E) denotes the essential parameter vector, containing
the 55 parameters that can be estimated independently. The vec-
tor α(N) is associated with the so called null space:
0 = U2
[
S2
0
]
α(N) , (26)
for any vector α(N) as S2 is zero.
A similar orthogonal transformation can be carried out with
the left singular matrix U. Multiplication of both sides of
Eqn. (14) with the transpose ofU yields
U
Tρ = UTAp−UTb . (27)
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Substitution of the singular value decomposition ofA, Eqn. (21),
gives
U
Tρ = UTUΣVTp−UT b , (28)
and substitution of Eqns. (22) and (25) leads to
U
Tρ =
[
S
0
]
α− g , (29)
where the vector g is defined as
g = UT b . (30)
An important property of orthogonal matrices is the preser-
vation of Euclidian length under multiplication. This implies that
in stead of minimising ‖ρ‖22 it is possible to minimise ‖UTρ‖22.
Accordingly, the original LS problem, Eqn. (17), is replaced by
αˆ = argmin
α
∥∥ [S
0
]
α− g
∥∥2
2
. (31)
Since S is diagonal, the effect of each component of α upon the
residual norm is immediately obvious. Introducing a component
αi with the value αˆi = gi/σi reduces the sum of squares of the
residuals ‖ρ‖22 by the amount of g2i . The solution of the trans-
formed LS problem of equation (31) can now be written as
αˆ
(E)
i =
gi
σi
, for i = 1, 2, . . . , r , (32)
where obviously only the nonzero singular values are used. The
residue vector that remains is then given by
ρ =
6n∑
i=r+1
uigi , (33)
where the vector ui denotes the ith column of the left singular
matrixU.
Using Eqn. (25), the estimate αˆ can be transformed to the
estimate pˆ in the physical parameter space according to
pˆ = V1αˆ
(E) +V2αˆ
(N) , (34)
which has an infinite number of solutions as it follows from
Eqn. (26) that αˆ(N) can have any value αˆ(N) ∈ Rm−r. Setting
αˆ(N) = 0 yields an estimate for the essential parameter vector
expressed in the physical parameter space.
The fact that the null space αˆ(N) may have any value in
R
m−r without affecting the joint torque, enables manipulation of
the physical parameter vector pˆ. In general, the essential parame-
ter vector does not yield parameter values that can be considered
as physically convincing. The null space can then be used to
obtain an equivalent solution pˆ which includes more physically
convincing parameter values. In the case where there is a priori
knowledge of the parameter values, e.g. an estimate from a CAD
model, the values can be stored in the vector p(F ). Then it is
possible to define a second minimisation problem
αˆ
(N) = arg min
α(N)
‖pˆ− p(F )‖22 , (35)
which leads to an estimate αˆ(N) that minimises the difference
between pˆ and p(F ). Substitution of Eqn. (34) into the normal
equations which solve the LS problem (35) yields
V
T
2
(
V2αˆ
(N) −
(
p(F ) −V1αˆ
(E))) = 0 , (36)
which have the solution
αˆ(N) = V+2 (p
(F ) −V1αˆ
(E)) . (37)
As matrix V2 is orthogonal, its pseudo inverse V+2 equals
(VT2V2)
−1
V
T
2 = V
T
2 .
Error analysis and truncated svd method
The sensitivity of the LS solution to perturbations can be anal-
ysed by looking at the influence of the variance of the estimation
residual, var(ρ), on the covariance matrix of the least squares es-
timates. The unbiased variance s2 of the estimation residual [14]
is
s2 = var(ρ) =
1
6n− r
6n∑
i=1
ρ2i , (38)
where rank(A) = r is the number of estimated parameters. Note
that it is assumed that the contributions of the 6 joints have been
properly scaled. The variance var(αˆi) of a least squares estimate
αˆi for a rank deficient problem, r < m, can be written as
var(αˆi) =
s2
σ2i
, (39)
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where σi is the ith singular value. This expression shows that an
error of order O(s) in g will typically lead to an error in the es-
timate αˆ of the order O(s/σ). It can be concluded that a large
smallest singular value with respect to the noise in the measure-
ment vector g is preferred. However, in many cases the signal-
to-noise ratio is not sufficient for an accurate estimate and the
noise in the measurement vector g combined with a small singu-
lar value will then lead to large errors in the parameter vector.
A well known technique is the so-called truncated or partial
SVD method [14]. While keeping in mind that the singular val-
ues are sorted in descending order, it is possible to reduce even
more the number of singular values r that is taken into account
in the solution of the LS problem, expressed in Eqn. (32), so
r < rank(A). Typically it is then a matter of finding a proper
number of singular values r that needs to be taken into account
such that the influence of noise in gr on the value for αˆr is ac-
ceptably small. This can be accomplished by having the singular
value σr sufficiently large with respect to the noise and verify-
ing that the contribution of g2r+1 to the sum of squared residuals
‖ρ‖22 is sufficiently small. In other words, if r is taken too small
it will lead to model errors and if r is taken too large it will lead
to a so-called overfit; there is no improvement of the fit and the
estimated parameters loose their physical meaning.
Scaling of the LS problem
In the experimental identification problem at hand it is necessary
to scale the LS problem as the measurement vector b includes
the measured signals of six joints. In order to balance the range
of these six signals, scaling by means of left multiplication ofA
and b is needed. Furthermore, scaling by means of right mul-
tiplication of A may be applied either to balance the Euclidean
norm of the regression matrix columns or to level the numerical
values of the parameters to be estimated.
In order to have a parameter estimate with equal relative
errors, scaling based on parameter values has been proposed
by [14] and [2]. Consequently, a scaling operation with expected
values of pˆ has been applied. The expected values are based on
values that were provided by the manufacturer. Although these
values are known to be incomplete they should be sufficiently
accurate for the normalisation.
The result of scaling with the first estimates p(F ) is that the
values of the estimates of new parameter vector p will be close to
1 and as a consequence the magnitude of a singular value σi will
then be close to the value of gi. This allows a direct comparison
of the singular values with the magnitude of the error in g, which
will be used to determine the number of singular values r that
should be taken into account in the truncated SVD method. Fur-
thermore, the singular value σi gives a direct indication of the
significance of the associated parameter αi in the dynamics of
the robot. Accordingly, the scaling with the a priori estimation
of the parameters will be employed in this paper.
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Figure 5. The square of the Euclidean norm of the residual vector for
a specific estimate r, ‖ρr‖
2
2, as function of the number r of non-zero
singular values that have been taken into account in that specific estimate.
IDENTIFICATION EXPERIMENT
In experimental robot identification the unknown model pa-
rameters are estimated from the measured response during an
identification experiment. It is undisputed that reliable and accu-
rate identification of the model parameters requires specially de-
signed experiments. In the design of an identification experiment
it is essential that the trajectory is sufficiently exciting such that
an accurate estimation can be carried out regardless of the pres-
ence of disturbances, such as measurement noise and unmodelled
dynamic behaviour. Furthermore, in order to prevent the excita-
tion of vibrations due to flexibilities, it is desired to control the
frequency contents of the identification trajectory.
The problem of finding exciting trajectories for the identi-
fication has been discussed in several publications. In general,
the excitation trajectory is parameterised and subsequently the
trajectory parameters are obtained by means of optimisation. In
this paper, harmonic excitation trajectories, as have been sepa-
rately introduced by both [18] and [19], will be applied.
In Fig. 4 the singular values σr of regression matrix belong-
ing to an optimised trajectory are compared with the singular
values of the regression matrix of the trajectory before optimi-
sation. The figure shows that the trajectory with the optimised
trajectory parameters does not yield significantly higher singular
values than the trajectory with the randomly chosen parameters.
With this mind, the trajectory optimisation will be reconsidered
further on in this paper, then with respect to the number of sin-
gular values that can accurately be taken into account in the esti-
mation.
The identification experiment has been carried out on the
Sta¨ubli RX90 robot. The start and the end of the trajectory
have been filtered in order to ensure a smooth motion and to re-
duce transients. In a single measurement a total of 4 periods are
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Figure 6. The magnitude of the singular values σi, indicated by (•) and
the continuous line ( ) denotes the absolute value of gi associated with
the singular value σi. The dashed line (−−) represents the 10% thresh-
old line. The vertical dotted line marks the number of singular values
(r = 22) that has been taken into account in the final least squares esti-
mate. Note that the zero singular values, σ56...82, have not been plotted.
recorded of which only the second and the third period are used
for the actual identification. The first and the last period are dis-
regarded as they contain the filtered parts. Before each measure-
ment a warmup cycle has been carried out in order to equalise
the working conditions with respect to the temperature. It has
been verified that the trajectory tracking errors were sufficiently
small.
Application of the truncated svd
The number r of singular values that can be estimated by means
of the truncated SVD method is investigated next. An effective
way of determining r is to plot the square of the Euclidean norm
of the residual vector ‖ρ‖22 as function of the number of singular
values r taken into account, see Fig. 5. It appears that includ-
ing more than about 20 parameters does not yield a significant
improvement.
In Fig. 6 the magnitude of the singular values σi is displayed.
In the same graph also the absolute values of the components gi
have been plotted. It was argued that the value of σi should be
close to the value gi due to the applied scaling. From the graph
it is clear that this is the case for i ≈ 1 . . . 30.
In order to investigate the influence of disturbances in the
measured joint torques on the estimation error, the unbiased vari-
ance s2 of the estimation residual for an estimate with all 55
parameters has been computed according to Eqn. (38). From
Eqn. (39) it follows that by comparing the standard deviation s of
the estimation residual with the magnitude of the singular value
of σi, an order for the error on the estimate αˆi can be found.
1 11 21 31 41 51 61 69 82
−1.0
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Figure 7. Scaled values of the parameters of the two models M1 (•)
andM2 (×), estimated with different excitation trajectories. The line
denotes the factory values p(F ). All values have been scaled with the
factory parameters. The parameters numbered from 1 to 60 denote the
inertia parameters for the six links. The motor inertias are associated with
the numbers 61 to 66 and the parameters for the gravity compensating
spring with the numbers 67 and 68. The friction parameters are denoted
by the numbers 69 to 82.
Limiting the relative error in the estimate αˆi to 10% implies that
the value of σi needs to be larger then the tenfold of the standard
deviation s of the estimation residual. This 10% threshold line is
shown as the dashed line in Fig. 6 and from the graph it is obvi-
ous that only about 22 parameters can be estimated accurately.
Note that it was observed from Fig. 4 that the trajectory op-
timisation only improved the singular values in the range from
33 to 55. Combining this with the fact that only 22 parameters
can be estimated accurately, it can be concluded that a trajectory
optimisation does have little to no effect. Apparently, a random
trajectory with an adequate number of harmonics is already suf-
ficiently exciting.
Shaping the parameter vector towards the factory values by
means of the null space, as expressed in Eqns. (35) to (37), yields
a parameter vector with more or less physical values, which how-
ever can not be considered as the exact physical values. The val-
ues are displayed and compared with the factory values in Fig. 7.
The model based on the identified parameter set pˆ, which was
estimated using 22 singular values, is referred to as model M1.
The model indicated by M2 is a model that has been estimated
for the purpose of validation using a different excitation trajec-
tory and will be introduced further on in this paper.
In Fig. 8 the measured and simulated joint torques have
been plotted. The graph of the residual torques show that they
are primarily due to (high frequent) unmodelled dynamics. The
high frequency unmodelled dynamics are caused by the quanti-
sation of the internal signals in the controller. Additionally, non-
linearities in the robot transmission may also cause disturbances.
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(b) Joint 3.
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(c) Joint 6.
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Figure 8. The simulated and measured joint torques along the trajectory as a function of time. The simulation has been carried out with modelM1.
With: the measured torque, the simulated torque and the residual torque.
It is not expected that a more exciting trajectory improves
the signal-to-noise ratio such that more parameters can be esti-
mated. This is motivated by the fact that increasing the level of
excitation will also increase disturbances due to non-linearities
and unmodelled dynamics. Furthermore, trajectory tracking er-
rors may arise.
The identification technique will be validated by means of
an identification that has been carried out using a second har-
monic excitation trajectory. Again, 22 singular values have been
used for this estimation. The operation temperature of the robot
during the identification differed slightly from the first identifica-
tion experiment, which causes a change in the friction parameter
values.
The robot model with the parameter values from this sec-
ond identification is denoted as model M2. For this model, an
estimate for the null space αˆ(N) has been found by minimising
the difference between the values of model M1 and M2 as op-
posed to minimising the difference between the values of model
M1 and the factory values. In Fig. 7 the parameter values of
model M2 are compared with both the factory values and the
parameters from model M1. The figure shows that there is a
large correspondence between both models. Investigation of the
left singular matrix shows that the physical parameters with the
larger difference between their values, e.g. the parameters indi-
cated with the numbers 15, 16, 35, 36, 62 and 63, appear to be
associated with the smaller singular values that were taken into
account in the estimation. The result is that the mutual relation
of these parameters cannot be estimated more accurately.
With modelM2 a simulation of the joint torques for trajec-
tory 1 has been carried out. The results are similar to the response
in Fig. 8, indicating that there is a good agreement between the
measurement and the simulation, which was to be expected as
the model parameters of models M1 and M2 already showed a
clear equivalence.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the modelling and identification of a six degree
of freedom Sta¨ubli RX90 industrial robot has been presented. A
non-linear finite element method has been used to model the me-
chanical part of the robot. Joint friction is described by a friction
model that describes the friction behaviour in the full velocity
range necessary for identification. The equations of motion have
been written in a form linear in the accelerations and in a form
linear in the parameters. The latter has been used for identifica-
tion.
In the second part, the experimental parameter identification
has been discussed. The linear least squares technique showed to
be very suited for identification of the unknown parameters, pro-
vided that the problem is properly scaled and that the influence of
disturbances is sufficiently analysed and managed. A row scaling
operation of the regression matrix is needed as the identification
experiment consists of measurements of six joint torques with a
different torque range. Furthermore, a large range in parameter
magnitudes gives rise to a column scaling operation. Using an a
priori estimation of the parameter values for the column scaling
operation improves the ability to analyse the influence of distur-
bances and it leads to parameters with equal relative accuracy.
Having all 82 unknown parameters in the model yields a
rank deficient LS problem. Although, the problem of rank de-
ficiency can be solved by using a base parameter set that has
been derived in a symbolical way, an analysis based on a singu-
lar value decomposition has been used. An analysis of the least
squares problem by means of a singular value decomposition is
preferred as it not only solves the problem of rank deficiency, but
it can also deal with measurement noise and unmodelled dynam-
ics in a correct way. The singular value decomposition showed
that the 82 physical parameters can be transformed into 55 so-
called essential parameters. Theoretically, all the essential pa-
rameters can be estimated when the measurements are both free
of measurement noise and errors and free of unmodelled dynam-
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ics. The remaining 27 parameters span the null space and have
no influence on the rigid body dynamics.
The estimation of the parameters by means of the truncated
SVD method showed that from the original 55 essential param-
eters α(E) only approximately 22 parameters can be identified
in the presence of measurement noise and unmodelled dynam-
ics. Then estimates for the null space spanned by the remaining
27 + 33 = 60 parameters are obtained by means of minimising
the difference between the physical parameters p and an a priori
estimation of the factory parameters. This technique allows that
the estimated parameters can be compared with both the factory
parameters and parameters obtained from different identification
experiments.
Application of random harmonic excitation trajectories
leads to sufficiently exciting trajectories under the condition that
the level of excitation is properly chosen. Optimisation of the ex-
citation trajectories showed only little improvement with respect
to the magnitude of the lower singular values.
It can be concluded that accurate identification results can
be obtained from a different sufficiently exciting identification
trajectory. Furthermore, the equivalence between both models
M1 and M2 proves that the obtained parameter values result
in an accurate dynamic robot model. With the presented finite
element formulation and the identification method, a dynamic
robot model has been obtained which can be applied in closed–
loop dynamic simulations to study the trajectory performance of
typical laser welding trajectories.
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